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A Neutron-Reflecting Conical Tube 

Calculation Code: FOCUS

Taksnori SHIMOOKE and Melvin M. LEVINE*

Division of Power Reactor Projects, JAERI 

(Received January 13, 1976)

A focalizer, i.e. the neutron-reflecting conical tube is. a device to 
collimate and intensify a beam of neutrons by means of the total reflection 
This report describes the code FOCUS for calculating the neutron flux 
intensity and spectrum emerging from such a device.

Complete "input and output" procedures are written for the code. The 
equations and methods used in the code are also explained. In the introduc 
tion, a brief description is given on the total reflection of neutrons and 
on the several devices of the neutron reflecting and conducting tubes.

* Department of Applied Science, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, 
New York, U.S.A.
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1.1 Total Reflection of Neutrons
It is well known in neutron optics that a neutron incident on a 

surface at an angle equal to or less than a certain critical angle can be 
totally reflected. The critical angle 9 is given1)*2) by the equation,

= A (1)
TT

where X is the de-Broglie wave length of the neutron, N and aCoh are the 
number density and the coherent scattering amplitude, respectively, for the 
scatterer. .

The total reflection of neutrons can be seen most easily in a mirror 
experiment. A typical arrangement of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1 
from one3) of the papers reporting the experiment. A neutron beam, made 
monochromatic by means of a calcite monocrystal, is incident on a 
polished iron mirror. A BF3 counter, which is properly placed, indicates 
whether neutrons are reflected.

The data thus obtained appears in the Fig. 2. The open circles 
represent the experimental points. The dotted curve is the theoretical 
one, calculated for the critical angle, corrected for the conditions of the 
experiment. It is evident from the Fig. 2 that neutrons are reflected 
when their glancing angles are less than a critical angle.

The critical angles and the related data for some materials are 
summarized in Table 1. It can be seen that the critical angles of total 
reflection are very small for neutrons. They are of the order of a milli- 
radian, or a tenth of a degree, for the thermal neutrons, and of the order 
of half a degree for the cold neutrons (at 10°K).

An important property of neutron reflection is the penetration depth 
of totally reflected neutrons into mirror material. The depth can be 
estimated theoretically2) as about 100 atomic layers below the surface. A 
value of 130 A was measured3) for copper. Since these penetration depths 
are small, total reflection of neutrons will be affected easily by the 
surface smoothness of a mirror. The black circle in Figure 2 shows how 
the reflectivity decreases with a mirror coated with a layer of vacuum oil. 
In the same paper3), it is reported that replacement of a polished mirror 
by a ground mirror leads to a practically fourfold decrease in reflectivity.



Table 1 The critical angles of the total reflection 
of neutrons for some elements

Element
Critical angle (millirad.) 

for neutron energies a-value* 
[millirad.(eV)*/2]

Note
293°K 1 0°K

Beryllium 2.9 15.5 0.455
Iron 2.9 15.7 0.461 ,
Cobalt 1 .6 8.7 0.256
Nickel 3.1 16.6 0.490
Mercury 4.3 23.2 0.680 for liquid 

state
Platinum 4.6 24.7 0.727

*a, which appears in Eq. (6), is given as
_ h^Nacoh 1/2

04 2irmN ’
where h is the Planck constant, mjj is the neutron mass, N is the 
number density of the element and acojj is the coherent scattering 
amplitude of the neutron.



total reflection. The size of the iron mirror was 350x80x50 mm 
in the case shown in the figure. By rotating the mirror, with 
the detector remaining in a fixed position, the maximum intensity 
caught by the detector and the corresponding incident angle (0) 
of the neutron beam was measured to determine the reflection 
coefficient at the glancing angle 0. (D. Bally, et al., in Ref.3')
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Fig. 2 Reflection coefficient for the iron mirror. The solid curve is 
the theoretical one corrected for the conditions of the experi
ment, representing the variation of the reflection coefficient 
as a function of the glancing angle. The open circles represent 
the experimental points for the polished mirror. The black 
circles represent the experimental points for the same mirror 
coated with a layer of vacuum oil. The abscissa (20) in the 
figure is the detector position relative to the axis of the 
incident beam, expressed in millimeters, measured transversely 
to the beam direction. (D. Bally, et al., ibid.)



1.2 Neutron-Reflecting Conical Tube
A neutron beam conducted into a tube, whose inside wall has an optical 

surface, may be reflected at the wall more than one time and be led to the 
exit of the tube. In this way, one can have slow neutrons conducted far 
from a reactor and free of a fast neutron background. Figure 3 shows one 
of these devices as an example. This idealized device was suggested in
Ref. 4. A few devices of this kind --  of smaller sizes --- had been
reported as installed.

By using a conical-shape reflecting pipe whose outlet has a smaller 
section than the inlet, one may get an intenser neutron beam than that 
obtainable with an ordinary collimator. Figure 4 shows such a devicê ) 
which has been constructed at the Triga Mark II reactor in Italy. The 
inner optical surface is a Ni-coating on the stainless steel pipe. There 
was some increase in the thermal neutron beam as expected.

One of the authors has made a comprehensive analysis of a focalizer, 
a neutron-reflecting conical tube, in terms of various parameters, and has 
suggested a multi-stage arrangement of the reflecting conical tubes^.

Figure 5 shows an example of such a system. The system consists of
3 stages of conical tubes, of total length 17 meter, designed in connection
for a cold neutron source of temperature 70°K. The first stage serves
partly as a collimator and limits the isotropic source flux to a beam of
about 1° penumbra. Besides simply collimating, however, it permits some
neutron reflection so that the collimated beam is 61 n/cm2*sec (assuming a
s o u r c e  f l u x  = 1 x 1 0 6 n/cm2*sec), nearly two and a half times as large as
what would be obtained through simple collimation. The second stage of
the system gathers most of the neutrons, yielding a factor of 3.6 in beam
intensity. The third stage intensifies the beam still further (8.9 times)-]

1.5 + 0.5and limits the angular spread to — 1— q̂q- *—  = 0.0067 radian. As a whole 
we can get a neutron beam of 1950 n/cm2,sec through this system. This is 
about 700 times as large as what can be obtained through a simple colli
mating procedure.

An extension of the above-mentioned focalizer is also suggested by 
the same author7̂ . It has a multilayered structure as shown in Fig. 6, and 
is effective for producing a high quality beam of neutrons or for the 
neutron spot-irradiation, depending on the design. The code FOCUS can be 
applied also to such a multilayered structure in the neutron-reflecting 
conical tube.



Fig. 3 Schematic sketch of the arrangement of a bent reflecting 
rectangular tube at a hypothetical high-flux beam 
reactor. L are laboratories outside the main reactor 
building. E indicates the positions of the experiments. 
(H. Maier-Leibnitz and T. Springer in Ref.4))
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Fig. 4 The conical collimator arrangement in the B-channel 

of the Triga Mark II reactor.
(M. Cambiaghi, et al., in Ref.5))



Fig. 5 A schematic drawing of the multi-stage focalizer system. 
(T. Shimooke, in Ref.6))

inlet.
diameter

Fig. 6 Multilayered neutron-reflecting conical 
tube. (T. Shimooke,in Ref.7))



2.1 Background
There have been some qualitative estimates4  ̂of how strong a neutron 

beam could be obtained at the exit of a conducting tube through which 
neutrons are guided.

Recently, an improved formula was presented5̂  for the calculation of 
the intensified neutron beam reflected by a conical tube. However, this 
applied only to singly reflected neutron and is inadequate for a long tube 
or for cold neutrons. With a long tube, there occurs multiple reflections 
of neutrons before reaching the exit of the pipe. Cold neutrons suffer 
more multiple reflections. '

Both methods referred to above were inadequate also for describing the 
change in the energy spectrum of neutrons in reaching the exit of the tube. 
The present program was developed in order to evaluate all orders of 
multiple reflections taking into account the tube geometry and to calculate 
the spectrum shift through the tube. This is necessary for proper applica
tion of the totally reflecting conical tube. ,

2.2 Main Input and Output of the Code
Following is a short description of input and output, giving a general 

understanding of what can be done by the code. This description of the 
input is not adequate for preparation of them and execution of the code. 
Section 4 should be consulted for actual input preparation. Information on 
optional modes of the execution also appears in Section 4.

This description of the output is not intended to be exhaustive and 
all items are not listed here. More details are given in Section 4.

Input:

Geometry of the conical tube*, • Radius of the inlet section
■ • Radius of the outlet section
• Length of the tube
• Separation distance between the 
tube inlet and the source, if 
the focalizer is set apart to 
the source surface.

Information on the optical • a-value (the physical constant
surface, for the critical angle of total

reflection. See Table 1.)
• Reflectivity



For a source with Maxwellian 
spectrum,
For a source whose angular 
flux is peaked in the 
forward direction,

For the calculation of 
spectrum shift,

The equilibrium temperature 
Source angular spread

Source energy spectrum

Cut-off energy

Output: 

Focused flux,

Spectrum,

Direct neutron current
Singly reflected neutron current
Doubly reflected " ”

up to 10th order of reflection 
Total neutron current 
Effective total neutron current

Integral spectrum of focused 
neutrons
Differential spectrum of 
focused neutrons

*  This includes a straight tube.

2.3 Machine Requirements
The code is originally written in a mixture of Fortran IV, VI, and 

ASCENT for the BNL-CDC-6600.
The code requires a core memory of only 25 K (approximately) with two

scratch tapes or files in addition to usual I/O files.
A typical running time is several minutes for central processing and 

one and a half minutes for peripheral processing for a one-stage spectrum 
calculation.

Recently (as of May 1970), a ccpy of program has been transferred to 
the CDC-3600 of the C. Itoh Electronic Computing Service Co., Ltd.* The. 
version has run successfully for the CDC-3600.

At present, the code is running also for the FACOM 230-75 of JAERI.
It is in this version that the program is released.

* 2-6-4, Honchyo Nihonbashi,-Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan



3. Equations and Methods used in the Code

3.1 Theory
Consider a conical tube of length L, entrance radius "a" and exit 

radius "b", as shown in Fig. 7. For convenience we define the angles

a - b  , r a + b
Y  = — -—  and 6 =  — - —  , (2)

and the ratio

For an efficient neutron focalizer, y should be as small as ~ 1° and k much 
larger than 1. Thus, L should be large compared to a and b so that the 
desirable tube is like a long and/or slim pipe.*

Let f(E,ft) be the energy-angular flux of neutrons at any value of r 
on the L = 0 plane (Fig. 7). Then the neutron flow per unit time from a 
ring of radius r, width dr, with energies E through E + dE, in a direction 
i>2 with solid angle dfi, is

2irf(E,f2) rdr dE dfi . (4)

Whether the neutron flow given by (4) is reflected when it reaches the 
wall of a focalizer depends both on the incident angle to the wall and on 
the energy. The incident angle 0 should satisfy the inequality

0 < ec (E) , (5)

where 9C(E) is the critical angle for a neutron of energy E, 0C, given in 
Eq. (1), can be written in terms of energy as ■

ec ( t t  -  , (6)

with a determined by the material of the focalizer. The allowed flow- 
directions and energies for reflection cover some 2-dimensional domain,

* The following theory and formulation are valid only for conical tubes 
with which L» a >. b. Also, the formulation fails to be rigorous for 
higher order reflection of neutrons.



e.g., S(E,fl;r),' in the E-fi plane.
Some neutrons, which have been reflected, arrive at the wall again 

and are not reflected and so on for subsequent wall encounters. It is 
easily shown, from a geometrical consideration, that for neutrons striking 
the wall a. second time at glancing angle 0 2, after having been reflected at 
glancing angle 0*,

Equations (7) and (8) tell us that the incident angle increases with each 
succeeding reflection unless neutron reaches the exit. This narrows the 
portion of the E-fi domain for the first reflection that allows neutrons to 
reach the exit after necessary subsequent reflections.

Defining S(E,ft;r) to be the domain of the allowed directions and 
energies for the first reflection, that ultimately lead the neutron (that 
starts from a point r at the entrance) to the exit, the following decomposi
tion can be made;

The first term Sq, in Eq. (9), is for neutrons which reach the exit without 
suffering any reflection and is given by

Here ft(b;r) is the solid angle that the exit spans at a point r on the 
inlet (cf., Fig. 8). The second term Ŝ , in Eq. (9), is for the neutrons 
reflected once before reaching the exit and is given by

where ft(9c(E);r) is the solid angle domain of flight directions in which 
neutrons start from a point r at the entrance and strike the wall at an

el + 2-y , (7)

where y is the conical angle of the focalizer previously defined. In 
general, the n'th incident angle Qn is given by

6n = 9i + 2(n-l)y (8)

S(E,a;r) = S0 (E,ft;r) + Si(E,£2;r) + S2(E,fi;r) + (9)

(9a)

dEJfiC0c(E);r)-n(b;r)+/ X°dE /,0

dfl
n(ec(E10);r)-n(b;r) (9b)



angle equal to 0C(E) in the outward flow direction. Thus, ft(0c(E);r)-fi(b;r) 
is the doubly shaded zone in Pig. 9. Ej is the energy, whose critical 
angle is identical to the intersection angle that the solid angle U(b;r) 
makes with the focalizer wall. Ejq is such an energy that any neutron 
fails to reach the exit with single reflection unless reflected at an 
angle smaller than 9c(Eio).

The third and succeeding terms in Eq. (9) have similar definitions, 
and analogous expressions apply to them.

The total number of neutrons that go through the exit section b (per 
unit time) after multiple reflections is given by the integration of 
expression (4) over the allowed E-£2 domain S(E,fi;r) and then over r from 0 
to a, that is

G = 2 i r f  (fr f(E,fl) dE dft) rdr . (10)
J 0 »S(E,fi;r)

The flux or current F of the focused neutrons is G divided by tt ’u2:

F = [ (ff f(E,n) dE dfi) rdr . (11)
b J 0 J J S C E , n : r )

It is necessary to make some assumptions about the source flux 
f(E,fl) in order to calculate Equation (10) or (11). In the following 
subsections, assuming the source flux f(E,ft) to be separable in E and Q, 
i.e., f(E,ft) = f(E)g(n), two opposite e x t r e m e approximations are made on 
the angular flux g(ft).

3.2 Approximation 1
In this approximation, the angular flux g(Q) is supposed not to 

change rapidly over the solid angle subtended by the outlet section at a 
point r (see Fig. 8).

This is true if the angular flux is not very strongly peaked in 
forward direction and if b is small enough compared to L. In such a case, 
the integration of the neutron flow over the solid angle is carried out 
approximately with simplified expressions for integrals over E and ft in 
Equation (10) or (11) .

For direct neutrons, it reads

G„(r) = J o f(E)g(|) *(•£) dE , (12)

where



Fig. 7 Parameters of a conical tube.

Fig. 8 Neutron flow zone of no reflection.

Fig. 9 Neutron flow zone of single reflection



and

X ITg(—) is the angular flux in the direction ft = — ,L JL»

b 2ir (— ) is the approximate solid angle ft(b;r) that L>
the exit section spans at a point r at the inlet.
For singly reflected neutrons, we consider a neutron of energy E that 

is outside the solid angle ir(̂ )2. Any neutron within A0 and A0', where

A0 = 0C(E) - y + f  and A0' = 0c(E) - y - j - , (13)

can be reflected at the wall, because the incident angle at the wall for 
any of these neutrons is less than 0C(E)*. When we equate the critical 
angle 9c(Ei) for energy Ej to 0* = (a-r)/L, and 0c'(e [) to 0i'= (a+r)/L, we 
get the upper limits of energy Ej and E^ under which reflection can take
place at each half of the wall of focalizer:

9c(El) = 717 = 01 = ”  El = * (14)

1 2
In the same way, we get Ej = (a_̂.r ) •

From geometrical considerations, on the other hand, we can find the
imaximum allowable angles of incidence 01O and 0 ̂q f°r neutrons to be 

reflected exactly once before emerging, at each half of the wall,

„ a+2b-r j a+2b+r01O = — j---  and 01O = — ^--  . (15)

» iEquating critical angles for energies Ejq and Ejq to $ i q and 0jo» we 8ettthe boundary energies and E^q s

El° = (a+2b-r') and El° = <'a+2b+r'> ’ <‘16^

Therefore, the contribution of singly reflected neutrons having energies ibetween Ê  and E10 can be integrated: •

* This is an approximation in which we consider two cones with different 
vertex angles, A0 and A0': Neutrons in the upper half of the cone with 
the vertex angle A0 are considered to be reflected at the wall of the 
upper half of the focalizer, and neutrons in the lower half of the cone 
with the vertex angle A0' are reflected at the wall of the lower half 
(see Fig. 9). This approximation overestimates the number of neutrons 
that hit and are reflected at the upper half-wall and underestimates the 
number of those that hit and are reflected at the lower half-wall.



Gt(r) = M  1 f<E>s(f> T ((©c<E>-r+ f)2-(^)2)dE 
ElO

r
1 f r r  2 u 2+ J  j , f(E)g(̂ ) it ((6C(E)- y -  |) -(£) )dE .

ElO '
tFor neutrons of energies lower than E^q or E^g, only those within an 

angular spread -r— , corresponding to the maximum allowed incident angle
I010 or 0io» make a contribution for the single reflection. This amounts to

.E
1 I 10,

0

’ (18)

B 1 f^lO r 31, 2 b 2GL(r) = | J  f(E)g(̂ ) u ( ( — ) -  (|) )dE

1
1 f^ lO  r  3b 2 b 2+ -j j f(E)g(̂ ) u ((— ) - (|) ) dE

The sum of (17) and (18) is the total of singly reflected neutrons that 
originate at a point r:

Gi(r) = Gf(r) + G?(r) . (19)

In exactly the same way and to the same approximation, we can get the 
doubly reflected neutrons (Fig. 10):

G2(r) = Gf(r) + G®(r) , (20)

where

A I f ® 2 r r 2 3h 2cf(r) = f(E)g(^)7T((6c(E) - 3y+^) - (-|?) )(dE~ L. - • i, j_,
20

g i r ^ 2  0 r 5b 2 3b 2G^r) = ^ J o f(E)g(^)TT((^) - (̂ -) ) dE

I
1 f Eao r 5b 2 3b 2+ l] f(E)g(f)Tr((^) - (̂ -) ) dE ;

(20a)
l f ®2 _ r  2 "fo 2 + |j t f(E)g(|)u((0c(E) - 3y - ̂ ) - (^) )dE ,

E 20



and

/ La \ 2 , „» , Lot  ̂2= (3 ^ )  and E2 = (3^ )

E20 (3a+2b-r) and E20 (3a+2b+r)

For triply reflected neutrons;

G 3(r) = G^(r) + Gf(r) ,

’ E 3 y. r- 2

E30

3 ^ ^
f(E)g(̂ )ir((0c(E)-5T+^) ) dE

1 f 3 r r 2 5b 2
+ -±J f f(E)g(̂ )ir((0c(E)-5T- -(-— -) ) dE

E 30

g3(f) = | j E30f(E)g(f)7r((̂ -)2-(^)2) dE

where

I
1 f E 30 _ 7V 2 c-l. 2

+  j )  f(E)g(£)-rr((̂ -) - ( f - )  ) dE ;

E3 - O '  and E3 = (5 ^ ) 2

and

E3° ^5a+2b-P and E3° ^5a+2b+r)

In general, for n1tuply reflected neutrons:

Gn(r) = Gn(r) + Gn(r) »

Gn(r) = \ \  n f(E)g(̂ )7r((0c(E) - (2n-l)y+^)2-
En0

•E.’
+ - | J  " f(E)g(£)ir((ec(E) -(2n-l)y- J)2- ((-2--~1)b)2)

Ln0

<£<r> -i|%E)g(f),((-<5!±W)2- ( « S = » V >  dE

(20d)

(21)

(21a)

(21b)

(21c)

(21d)

(22 )

) dE 

(22a)

dE , 

(22b)



•E;

where
T rv 2. | t ̂  2

En “ <(2n-i-)a-r> and En = • <22c)

and
■ L a  ^ i Xj ct ^

51110 = <'(2n-l)a+2b-r') and En0 = <'(2n-l)a+2b+r') - <'22d^

After integration of the G(r)'s over r, we can write the multiply 
reflected and focalized neutron fluxes as

2 P aFn = T  Gn<r> rdr‘» n = 0, 1, 2, .......  (23)
b J o

The total focused flux is

F = F0 + Fx + F2 + .....+ Fn + ........ (24)

We define effective focused flux to take into account the reflectivity n :

Feff = f0 + n*i + n2F2 + ---+ nnFn + ........  (25)

3.3 Approximation 2
In this approximation, every neutron is considered to go in the forward 

direction*. Thus, the angular flux g(ft) is a5-function:

g(n) = 6(a) . ( 26)

In this case, the integration of neutron flow by direction in Eq. (10) or
(11) is trivial, and we can reduce the double integral over E and to a 
single one over E. '

We consider again a long and/or slim conical pipe as in Section 3.2. 
Neutrons reach the exit directly only from the region 0 < r < b under the. 
assumption of completely forward flow of neutrons. Thus the direct neutron 
contribution to the focused flux is

*  This approximation is useful when the neutrons are already collimated 
or focused within a very narrow beam, e.g., 1 °.



b 00 
Fq = ~  J rdr | f(E) dE .

It is easily shown from geometrical considerations that neutrons 
which originate in an annular region b < r < 3b, reach the exit if they are 
reflected once on the wall. These neutrons which are reflected once have 
energies lower than that corresponding to a critical angle T since every 
neutron is incident on the wall at an angle y. Thus for the once reflected 
neutrons,

_2_
b2

P 3b pEi
rdr f (E) dE ,

J u • n

where
(— )'Y

(28)

(28a)

Twice reflected neutrons originate in the zone 3b 5 r  ̂5b. In this 
case the neutrons must have energies lower than that corresponding to a 
critical angle 3Y in order to have the second reflection at an angle 3Y. 
Thus, the contribution of doubly reflected neutrons is

F,

where

_2_
b2

5b
rdr

3b
rE2 f(E) dE

(— )' ̂3y

(29)

(29a)

In general, we can have for the n'tuply reflected neutrons, 

,(2n+l)b* „Et

where

Fn = ~  f  7 rdr f n f (E) dE ,
b2 J(2n-l)b 0

En = 0(2n-l)y)

(30)

(30a)

The total focused flux is given as the sum of Fn,

E

F = F0 + Fx + F2 + ___ + Fn +

* The upper limit of integral should be changed to "a” when (2n+l)b is 
larger than "a" for some n.



and the effective focused flux can be obtained in .the same way as in Eq.(25) .

3.4 Energy-Angular Spectrum of Source
For Approximation 1, the source spectrum f(E) has been taken as a 

Maxwellian distribution with equilibrium temperature T,

f(E) = — ~  exp (-E/kT) . (31)
(kT) 2

The angular flux g(fi) can be considered in two ways:

1 15(i) g(fi) = (1 + 2 (2JH-1) c ^  (y)) , (32)
~1

where y h cos 0, and is a £-th order Legendre polynomial
of y,

or (ii) g( Q) = (co - c^ + c2<o2) (33)

where ui = 1 — cos 0.

Option 1 for angular flux g(£2) is for the case where the angular flux 
can be expanded in Legendre polynomials up to 15th order. Option 2 is for 
the case where angular flux is more sharply peaked in the forward direction 
and is given better by a quadratic function of the deviation w from the 
forward direction.

The source spectrum for Approximation 2 can be represented as a 
Maxwellian distribution or given numerically as a function of energy. For 
both these options the angular flux is taken as

g(n) = 6(n) ,

as explained earlier for Approximation 2.

3.5 Integrations over E and r
Integrations over E in Eq. (12), (22a) and (22b) for Approximation 1 

are done analytically with f(E) given by Eq. (31). The integrated 
function is in general a combination of the exponential function and the 
error function. The calculation of the error function is done by a sub
routine.



Integrations over E in Eqs. (27) and (30) for Approximation 2 are done 
analytically when the source spectrum f(E) is Maxwellian. The integrations 
ar?. carried out numerically when the source spectrum is given numerically 
ir 5 histogram as a function of energy.

When the upper limit of integration falls inside an interval in a 
histrogram rather than on a boundary, the contribution to the integration 
from the column is obtained by dividing it in proportion to the energy- 
interval. Thus, in this case, the error of the integration depends on the 
input.

Integrations over r in Eq. (23) or in Equations (27) through (30) are 
done numerically where the radius 0 < r < a is subdivided into 500 equal 
intervals. -

3.6 Method of Calculation of Spectrum of Focused Flux
The code has an option for calculating the spectrum of the focused

flux.
This is done by replacing the upper limit of integration on the energy 

in Eqs. (12), (17), (18) etc. with some definite energy Ecu  ̂whenever Ecut 
is smaller than the upper limit value of the integration. This gives an 
intermediate energy integrated f o c u s e d  f l u x  and yields the spectrum when 
sufficiently many Ecut values are used.

3.7 Automatic Handling of a Multi-Stage Focalizer
For a multi-stage focalizer the output of focused flux from one stage 

is the source for the succeeding stage. This is handled automatically by 
an option in the FOCUS code.

In the present version of FOCUS the first stage of a multistage 
focalizer is treated by Approximation 1; further focusing by succeeding 
stages is treated by Approximation 2. The spectrum calculation for the 
focused flux produced by the first stage is done with an energy mesh which 
is fine enough to be adequate for the spectrum calculations of the succeed
ing stages. This energy mesh is selected automatically by the code, 
taking into account the geometry of the entire multi-stage system. The 
mesh prints are added to those which are given externally by the user in 
constructing an energy-mesh structure.



3.8 A Program Mbdification for the Focalizer with.the Inlet Being Placed
Apart to the Neutron Source
Sometimes, the focalizer may be used in such a way that there is a 

certain distance, e.g., Li cm, between the tube inlet section and the 
neutron source surface. The Cambiaghi’s conical collimator is one of the 
examples of this case (see Fig. 4).

When the source has a strong peak of the angular distribution in the
forward direction --- parallel to the tube axis --- (Approximation 2), it
does not matter in the application of the FOCUS code whether the tube inlet 
section is positioned immediately to or apart to the source surface. When 
the source is isotropic or diviated from the foward direction in the 
angular distribution (Approximation 1), then, the accumulation of the 
neutron beam at the tube outlet depends on the separation distance Lj .
between the tube inlet and the source. And, some of the equations derived 
in Section 3.2 need a modification.

With the focalizer just mentioned (see Fig. 11), we redefine the tube 
parameters a, b and L in addition to Lj as follows:

a ; the radius of the projected area of the tube inlet section onto 
the source surface.

b ; the radius of the tube outlet (not changed).
L ; the extended tube length from the source surface to the outlet.
L̂ ; the separation distance between the source surface to the tube 

inlet.
Note that, in the definition and the numerical values, these parameters 
reduce to those for the ordinarily positioned focalizer considered in 
Section 3.2, if is,put to zero. .

Now we define the two angles 3(r) and 31(r) that are indicated in 
Fig. 11 and the corresponding critical energies Eg and E'̂ , as a function 
of the radial position r of the extended inlet section. When ^ 0;

tan 3 (r) = /(I - tan y + tan2y) , (34)
L 1 L 1

tan3'(r) = /(l - tan y + tan2y), (35)
-'1 L 1and

E6 = ( ^ ) 2 and E’B = Ĉ ) 2 . (36)

AThen, Equation (17) for Gi(r), the contribution of singly reflected 
neutrons having energies Ei through E'jg, should be reread for energies



Ej through Eg when B(r) < 0jg and B'(r) < 0'io> is given by

In other three possible cases, i.e., (1) g(r) <0jo but 3’(r)
(2) $(r) 1 0 1O but B,(r)<0,io, and (3) 3(r)>0io and B' (r) > 0' 10, the 
lower limit of the integration E^ or E'iq in Equation (17) should be 
replaced by Eg or E'g, depending on whether B(r) or 8'(r) is smaller than 
010 or 0'io> or not. In the last case, i.e., 3(r) >0iq and 8'(r) 5 0’io» 
there is no need to modify Equation (17).

Equation (18) for Gi(r), the contribution of singly reflected neutrons 
having energies lower than Ejq or E'10, should be reread now for 
energies lower than Eg or E'g, and is given by

G?(r) (38)

where
(39)

and
(40)

Defining other two quantities;

0

(41)

and
(42)

Bthe G}(r) can be given as follows:

"= Gi + Gi (when B(r) < 6 jo ^ut 3’(r)

G®(r) < = G®C + Gib (when B(r) > 01O but 6'(r) <0'io),
n . tj j

 ̂= Gj + Gj (when B(r) > 01O and 3 '(r) > 6'iq) .



In general,' for n'tuply reflected neutrons, the equation modification
can be stated as follows. In Equations (22a) and (22b), replace the
integration limits EnQ and E’nQ with Eng and E’ng, respectively, if and

.(2n+l)b. 2only if 3(r) < 9n0 or 3’(r) <0''n0. Replace also the term (--— -— ) in
r  2Equation (22b) with the quantity (3(r)-y+ —) always when the integralLi

limit En0 or E ’ n0 is replaced. Here, Eng's and 0no's are given as:

nn6

E'

= (

nB

3n0

no

B(r)+2(n-l)y -)

= (6 1(r)+2(n-l)y 

a+2nb-r

)

a+2nb+r

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

Eng's reduce to Eg's when n=l for the single reflection, and 0no's to 
0lo's and 02o's when n=l and 2, respectively. The 0nO and 0 ' n0 are the 
largest values of the initial incident angles to the tube wall ("no dash" 
for the upper and "dash" for the lower half-wall) for neutrons which start 
at the position r and are totally reflected in n-times until reaching at 
the exit.



a+4b+r
L

Fig. 10 Neutron flow zone of double reflection.
The largest values and 01 20 t'rie initial incident 
angles on the tube wall for the neutrons to start at the 
position r and to suffur a double reflection until 
reaching at the exit, are given here in f.he assumption 
that L»a^b. The 0no's f°r the higher-order reflection 
are derived also in the same approximation which becomes 
worse when n is large.

neutron source

Fig.11 Extended parameters of the conical tube which are 
set apart to the neutron source. Note that the 
extended area between the tube inlet and the 
source surface (shown by dotted lines in Figure) 
must be void in the FOCUS application.



4. Execution Information and Procedures . ’

4.1 General Input Philosophy
Input is in the form of one piece of data per card. This means that 

each piece of data can be replaced with A new one by changing the card 
itself. This makes it easy to revise an input deck for a new calculation.

Secondly, the order of the input cards is immaterial. This is 
accomplished by naming each card (or datum) by TYPE.

An exception to this rule occurs for a multi-stage focalizer system, 
where groups of data for each stage should be ordered by stages. In a 
group , however, card order is immaterial.

Any number of problems may be stacked for one run. In the stacking, 
minor changes to essentialy the same problem can be made repeatedly, and/or 
an entirely different problem can be run independently of the proceeding 
problems. Section 4.3 describes the procedure in detail.

The calculation of energy spectrum of the focused current is done 
within the frame work of problem stacking, where a cutoff energy to the 
spectral integration over a focused flux is changed sufficiently many times 
so as to get an integral form of the spectrum.

4.2 Format of Input
This subsection provides the input format. In addition, it gives the 

description of each item and a description of options available. The other 
sections of the report, especially Section 3, should be consulted where 
further details are required or more physical understanding are needed.

Card Type Format Symbol Description

00 (13) I 0 P 100 = use Approximation 1 for the
calculation of a focalizer,

10 « use Approximation 2 for the
calculation of a focalizer,

110 = a multi-stage focalizer system 
with one succeeding stage after 
the first one,

120 = a multi-stage focalizer system
with two succeeding stages after 
the first one,



Card Type Format Symbol Desjcription

130-190 = and so on.*
- 1 = leads to "CALL EXIT".

This is for the termination of 
run.

(13) ISP 1 = differentiation of the spectrum
in output.

(0 or blank = otherwise). See,
Section 4.3.

(7A10) TITLE Any alphanumeric information.
This is edited by the program as a 
heading title on each page of output.

For Approximation 1 (with the selection of "I0P" = 100), the following 
input is required after Card of Type 00.

Card Type Format Symbol Description

01 (13) I = 1

(E12.0) A the radius of inlet (cm).

02 (13) I = 2

(E12.0) B the radius of outlet (cm) .

03a (13) I = 3

(E12.0) GM Y, the conical angle (radians).

04a (13) I = 4

(E12.0) K the ratio of the radius of inlet 
of outlet.

05 (13) I '= 5 ■

(E12.0) L the length of the tube (cm).

*  This first stage is treated by Approximation 1 and succeeding stages by
Approximation 2. Hence, for a multistage focalizer system, "IOP" is 100
plus (the number of succeeding stages ) * 1 0 .

a) These two data (Cards of Type 03 & 04) may be used in place of Cards of
Type 01 & 02. The choice is left to the user.



Card Type Foramt Symbol Description

(E12.0) the separation distance between the
tube inlet section and the source 
surface (cm)^.

06b (13) 1 = 6

(E12.0) DEL 6, the deviation angle (radians).

07 (13) I =7
(E12.0) AL a, the physical constant for the

critical angle of the tube-wall- 
material (radian. (eV) lŷ2) . See 
Eq. (6) in Section 3.1.

08 (13) I = 8

(E12.0) ET reflectivity.*

09° (13) 1 = 9

(E12.0) SP =0

io (13) r = 1 0

(E12.0) T the source temperature (or the equili
brium temperature for a Maxwellian 
spectrum).

lld (13) I = 11

(E12.0) KT the most probable energy of a source
(or the energy corresponding to the 
equilibrium temperature).

12e (13) I =12

(E12.0) EC Cut-off energy (eV). See Section 3.6.

b) can be omitted.
bb) can be omitted or put to zero when the tube inlet is in contact with 

the source.
* If "ET" is set to 0, there is no reflection in the calculation and we

get only a direct neutron current as the answer.
c) can be omitted.
d) This is an alternative to Card of Type 10. The choice is left to the user.
e) If this card is omitted, the cut-off energy is selected as 500 times the

most probable energy. This is equivalent to an infinite cut-off energy 
in the theory.



In Cards of Type 13 through 28, the angular distribution of the source 
is given in the form of a Legendre expansion.

Card Type Format Symbol Desctiption

13 (13) I = 13
(E12.0) CO = 1 .0

14 (13) I - 14
(E12.0) Cl the coefficient ĉ  in Eq. (32) .

15^27 similar to above*, and

28 (13) I = 28

(E12.0) C15 the coefficient C15 in Eq. (32)

In Cares of Type 48 
specified by Eq. (33).

through 50, a source angular flux can1 be ii

48f (13) I = 48

(E12.0) CONS the coefficient Cq in Eq. (33).

49f (13) I = 49

(E12.0) FIRS the coefficient ĉ  in Eq. (33) .

50f (13) I = 50

(E12.0) SECO the coefficient c2 in Eq. (33).

777 (13) I = 77/, for termination of 
problem.

a sub

999 (13) I = 999,
for termination of an "IOP" option.

*  Only those which are required can be input. The rest may be
omitted.

f) These data are an alternative to the Legendre expansion data (Cards of 
Type 13^28). If both sets of data are fed, the data of Types 48^50 is 
used by the program.



For Approximation 2 (with the selection of "IOP" = 10), the following 
data must be entered after Card of Type 00.

Card Type Format Symbol Description

01, 02, (or 03 & 04), 05, 07, & 08 are the same as for Approximation 1.

10 (13) I =10

(E12.0) TYP 0.0 = input spectrum will be in
differential form,
1 .0 = input spectrum will be in 
integral form,
2.0 = Maxwellian spectrum.

lla (13) I =11

(E12.0) UT the source temperature (or the
equilibrium temperature of a 
Maxwellian spectrum).

12b (13) 1 =12

(E12.0) EC Cut-off energy (eV).

13 (13) I =13

(E12.0) IM the number of energy mesh points in
floating point form, e.g., 35.0 or 
40.0.

14 (13) I =14

(E12.0) EMX Emax. For a differential form of
spectrum this is the maximum energy in 
the spectrum. For an integral form of 
spectrum it is the minimum energy in 
the spectrum. See Additional Note in 
this subsection.

a) This is needed only with the selection of "TYP" =2.0
b) If this card is omitted, the cut-off energy will be supplied by the 

code. For a Maxwellian spectrum, it will be taken as 500 times the most 
probable energy; for an input spectrum it will be set to the same value 
as the maximum energy.



The following data* is necessary only if "TY-P" = 0.0 or 1.0 is 
selected.

Card Type Format Symbol Description

101 (13) 1 = 101

(E12.0) DATA(I) Ei, energy mesh point (eV). _

(E12.0) DATAS(I) the differential flux (n/cm2*sec*eV)
for the interval (Emay-Ei), or the 
integrated flux (n/cm2*sec) up to the 
energy Ei.

102 (13) 1 = 102

(E12.0) DATA(I) E2, energy mesh point (eV).

(E12.0) DATAS(I) the differential flux (n/cm2*sec • eV)
for the interval (E1-E2), or the 
integrated f.lux (n/cm2 *sec) up to the 
energy E2.

103^200 and so on**, single mesh point per card.

777 (13) I = 777, see previous page.

999 (13) I = 999, see previous page.

For a multi-stage focalizer system (with the selection of "I0P" = 110, 
120, etc.), the input after Card of Type 00 Kiust be as follows:

(X)

(11)

The data set for Approximation 1 must be first 
for the 1st stage of the system, except that Card 
of Type 12 should be omitted.***

■Card Type 777.

* Cards of Type here should be given in order of descending energy.
** Input only necessary data; the rest of it may be omitted. The total

number of cards from Type 101 to 200 amounts to 100. Thus there are 100 
energy points available for specifying a spectrum in step-wise in energy.

* * *  However, if this data is given, it will be ignored by the program.



(III) Just five cards are required for each succeeding
stage except last stage:

Card Type 01
\\ 02

" 05
" 07
" 08.

(IV) The card set of each stage
Card Type 777.

(V) For the last stage, the fol
Card Type 01

It 02
II 05
tt 07
it 08

and Card Type 12a.

(VI) Card Type 777.

(VII) Card Type 999.

Additional Note

Any source spectrum can be given as input for the calculation by 
Approximation 2. It may be given in either of two forms; differential or 
integral.

For a differential spectrum; each energy mesh point is the lower
boundary for an energy interval for which a differential neutron flux is
given. Hence, the maximum energy of the spectrum should be given separately 
in the input. This is essentially the upper boundary of the highest energy 
interval. f

For an integral spectrum; an energy mesh point is that value up to
which an integrated energy spectrum is given. The code requires the
minimum energy of the spectrum as an additional input. This is to be the 
lower boundary value of the lowest energy interval in the spectrum when it 
is converted to a differential form in the code.

a) can be omitted if an infinite cut-off is desired.



4.3 Problem Stacking Procedures .
FOCUS is designed to sequentially process a parametric study in which 

only a few pieces of data are changed from one case ot the next (Case 1).
It can also process any number of independent problems during one run 

(Case 2) .
For a multi-stage focalizer system, calculations should be done so 

that the focused flux and energy spectrum which are output for one stage 
are the input for the calculation of the succeeding stage. This can be 
handled automatically by the code when the input deck is arranged properly 
(Case 3). .

The principles involved in stacking problems are:

1) Card Type 777 is the last card for a sub-problem within a common 
"IOP" option, or the last of the data for each stage in a multi-stage 
focalizer problem.

2) Card Type 999 is the last card, terminating an "IOP" option.

3) Any number of sub-problems can be put together sequentially, each 
with its own termination card "777". This is for variations of a focalizer 
or of the last stage of a multi-stage focalizer. In addition, any new 
problem with a new "IOP" card at the beginning can be added in one run with 
a termination card "999" at the end.

4) On sequential sub-problems, input is necessary only if it differs
from that given in the first sub-problem, i.e., first coming problem
immediately after an "IOP" card, or from the first set of data given for 
the last stage of a multi-stage focalizer problem.

5) Card order is immaterial in each sub-problem and in each stage of
a focalizer.

6) The termination of a run is managed by Card of Type 00 with "IOP"

Following are examples of deck arrangement for stacking problems.



(Case 1) For variation of input data: 

Type 00 00 IOP
r

the first 
sub-problem

01
02

05

777

sequential 
sub-problem #1

sequential 
sub-problem #2

I 01 A’

777

02

777

999

- 1

(total three sub-problems)

By this arrangement, the second calculation will be done with A=A',
B (unchanged), L(unchanged), --- and the third calculation with A=A (not
A'), B=B’, L(unchanged), ---------- .

For the calculation of output-spectrum:

Type 00

the first 
sub-problem

00 IOP I

(ISP)

01 A

02 B

12 EC

777



sequential
sub-problem

12 EC' 1

777

12

LCzzz]

EC'

12 EClast
777

999

- 1

By this arrangement, sequential calculations will be done with the 
cut-off energy EC for the integration of spectrum, replaced with EC', EC' 1 

and so on, resulting in a number of intermediate energy-integrated spectra 
(with "ISP"=0 in Card Type 00). This in turn is reduced to a differential 
form at the end of the calculation (if "ISP"=1 is selected).

Note EC values should be given in descending order.

(Case 2)

Type 00

a problem

new "lOP"

a problem

00 100

(I0P)

0 1

999 |

00 10

(I0P)
01

999

- 1



Type 00

the 1st 
stage

the 2nd 
stage

the 3rd 
stage

00 120 0

01

777

01
02

05

07

08

777

01

02

05

07

(IOP) (IS?)

AL

ET

AL

08 ET

12* EC

777

Variations of data for the last stage can be allowed:

01 A'

777

01 A”

02 B*

777

999

- 1

* If this card is omitted, EC is put equal to 500 times the probabls 
energy of the Maxwellian spectrum chosen for the first stage.O



Variations'of the cut-off energy of the last .stage lead fco an output- 
spectrum from a multi-stage focalizer (In this case, select "ISP"=1):

12 EC’

777

12 ECiast

777

999

- 1

4.4 Output Description
All input is listed in the output with identification of Type and 

Symbol. Following this comes information on the source:

ECUT;

ECUT1;

VO;

FLUX;

FLUX1;

cut-off energy (eV).

ECUT in unit of kT.

neutron velocity corresponding to energy 
kT (cm/sec).

total flux in the source (for Maxwellian or 
input source).

n/cm2,sec. Normalized value of FLUX 
on which output fluxes are based.

Next is information on the angular flux:

cons'
FIRS > ; the three coefficients given* in Eq. (33)
SECoJ

Focused neutron current data:

NEUTRONS/SEC; neutrons at the exit of a focalizer (for each 
order of reflection).

*  This is a mere listing of the coefficients if they are given explicitly as 
input. Otherwise, it is a conversion from the Legendre expansion data of 
the angular flux of source.



NEUTR0NS/CM**2-SEC; neutron current at the exit of a focalizer
(for each order of reflection).

TOTAL; the total of direct to 10th order-reflected
current.

EFFECTIVE TOTAL; the effective total current taking account of
reflectivity.

The above pattern of output will be repeated for each problem of a 
sequence.

When "ISP"=1 is selected in a spectrum calculation, a differential 
spectrum will be given at the end of the output. This includes the follow-

rECi «.f arSes  ̂ (n/cm2 *sec).J0 output ' ' 7

spectrum-averaged energy (eV).

| (1 /v) 40utput(E) dE (n/sec).*

(from highest to lowest).

boundary values of an energy-interval (eV). 

width of the interval (eV) . 

differential flux (n/cm2*sec*eV).

NOTE
On a multi-stage focalizer problem, the output flux from each stage is 

normalized to an input flux of 10̂  n/cm2 *sec. Hence the final strength of 
the focused flux through multiple stages can be calculated as follows:

The final total flux/initial source flux of total 104 n/cm2,sec

= (the total flux from 1st stage)

x (the total flux from 2nd stage)/1 01*

x (the total flux from 3rd stage)/101* and so on.

mg:

TOTAL FLUX;

EAVG;

REACTION RATE FOR 
1/V ABSORBER;

ENERGY MESH NUMBER;

EUPPER-ELOWER;

DE;

DIFF. FLUX;

* v * 1.38xi06vis (cm/sec) and 1/v = 1/(1.38 x 1 0 6V̂ ) (cm2).



5. Programmer's' Information

5.1 List of Subroutine
Following is a list of the subroutines and functions used by FOCUS. 

A brief summary of the purpose of each is included.
FOCUS

TS08

INPUT

RINGS

OUTPUT

REFBA

REFNUM

REFBAN

SCATT

ESI

ENSI

GRAL

TS085

INPUTS 

RINGS1

RINGS2

OUTPUTS

main routine of the program.

control flow of the calculation of focalizer by 
Approximation 1.

input-routine for TS08 and TS08A.

calculational routine for Maxwellian source spectrum 
with angular current not-strongly peaked in forward 
direction.

output-routine for TS08 and TS08A.

calculate the limited angle term of the n'th energy- 
band.

calculate the limited angle term of the n'th 
reflection.

calculate the full angle term of the n'th energy-band 
or of the n'th reflection.

calculate the value of G(x).
(• x2

calculate the integral t*exp(-t)dt.

f x2calculate the integral I t*exp(-t)(-= - c)2dt. 

digital-integration routine.

control flow of the calculation of focalizer by 
Approximation 2.

input-routine for TS085 and TS085A.

calculational routine for Maxwellian spectrum with 
angular current peaked in forward direction.

calculational routine for a given spectrum with angular 
current peaked in forward direction.

output-routine for TS085 and TS085A.



SPERA

LOCA

TS08A

TS085A

AUX

AUXOUT

REVISE

ORDER

TRAN

SPCAL

ERRORF

' normalize a given spectrum. .

locate the upper end of energy in the group-wise 
given spectrum.

control flow of the .calculation of multi-stage 
focalizer by Approximation 1.

control flow of the calculation of mul.i-stage 
focalizer by Approximation 2.

check and re-arrange the input data for multi-stage 
focalizer.

output-routine for AUX. -

revise the tape-data.

take out redundant data from a set of data.

accumulate the data of integral spectrum at 
COMMON/BRIDGE 2/.

reduce the integral spectrum to the differential one, 
and calculate the reaction rate for 1/v absorber.

calculate the Error Function.

.2 Flow Chart of the Program 

See the following pages.
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CALL TS08R

r \  .
/ > YE5 1

NO

N=NY

DO 500 K=1.MSI

I0(1 ]=13 
XC1)=NP

m ? 4 °
X(2)=Ef1IN
X1C2)=0.0

—( DO 4 1=1.NP

I0(l+Z)=l+I00 
XCI+2)=ECI}

Q
XltI+2)=FCI)

fi , (
f - 4 00 6 1=1.NQ

It1=I+NP+2
1D(IH)=12
x c im = Q m

CONT. ON PAGE 4

N=N-NC(K)

CRLL QRQERCN.Y.NQ.Q)



0
XI (IM)=0-0

NX=NQ+NP+2

CgL^REVISEt 1.2.NX. ID

PRINT 9
((IO(I).X(I 
.1=1 .NX)

J.XIUJ)

CRLL TS085A

u

-Q -l^YES 
NO

H CALL SPCPT

f^r

(T end )

FOCUS



IY INPUT OPTB FOR TS08 OK BBO INPUT QflTB»)

( ENTRY ) SUBROUTINE TS08

K=0

©
CALL INPUT(O.K.Kl)

Cl.EQ
J  ^  YES A  RETURN )

NO

CALL RINGS

CALL OUTPUT

K=K+1

CONT. ON PAGE 2





( ENTRY ) SUBROUTINE INPUTl IS.K.K),)

K1=0

{ r k -

.. )=6hfl 5t 2 )=6HB 
3(3)=6HGM 
3l 4 )=6MK 
^(SJ=6HL.U

---i(6)=6huEL
SYBl7 )=6HflL 
SYB(8)=6HET 
SYg(91=6HSP 
SYBlI0)=6HT 
SYBlll)=6HKT 
SYBl12)=6HEC 
SYBl13)=6HC0 
SYBl14)=6HC1 
SYBl15)=6HC2 
SYBl16i=6HC3 
SYBl17)=6HC4 
SYBl18)=6HC5 
SYBl19)=6HC6 
SYB120J=6HC7 
SYB121 )=6HCS  
SYBl22)=6hC9 
SYB123)=6HC10 
SYBl24 )=6HC11 
SYBl25)=6HC12 
SYB(26)=6HC13 
SYB127]=6MC14 
SYB(28)=6HC15 
SYBl481=6HCGNS 
SYB(49)=6HFIRS 
SYB(50)=6HSEC0

9

< 00 1 1=1.50

CONT- ON PAGE 2

INPUT PAGE 1 OF 7





CONT. ON PAGE 4





INPUT PAGE 5  OF 7



0RTfl(6)=lDRTA(1)+OATfi

c & p n i l

PRINT 6

TIT

PRINT 7

3flTfl( I ))

15=5

PRINT 117

‘. W P 1-DflTfl(S) 

PRINT 118

'.U&IS1’-DflTm I))

k > w —
NO
PRINT 17

((I.SYBll).
.1=48.50)

DflTfll I))

( RETURN 1

INPUT PAGE 6  OF 7



CmZZZD



| e ns {  i  R $ l i  M W  ! d t i 8I ) . bet bs( soi  )
5 FORflftTt/{6x»KT NON POSITIVE*)

C ENTRY J  SUBROUTINE RINGS

< 5 10

©
Z=SQRT(KT)
P=L*RLPH/Z

JCU
vo= 1=ECUT/KT

.38E+6*Z

V^=l.1$8379E4*V0 
SS=ESI(0.0.ECUT1J 
FLUX=V2*SS 
FLUX1=V1*SS 
V02P=V1*6.28318 
NMflX=10 
DR=fi/500.0

r~( DO 1 1=1.501

rc n=c i-i ]»Ofl
RL=R(I )/L 
RL=0-5*RL*»2

Q
OCIJ=RCIJ«SCBTT(RL.O)

- o

DO 2 1=1.501

CONT. ON PAGE 2

RINGS PAGE 1 OF 5



RINGS





Ê=3

EB=500.

99̂
EBS=0P/( BETAS( I )-»-TW) 
EBS=EBS**2
ZR=W*REFBRN(-R(IJ.N.l 
.EBi+WP*REFBfiN(Rm.N

« m s u -N-EBS
XCI)=(Zfi+ZB)*GCI)

£=a_
t Q ________
)—4 c o n t i n u e "

Ft N J=V02PwGRRL (X .500 
.DR)

FTO._ 
■FCN)

TR**N)

£=3-^—T c ontinue

C RETURN ■)

(P-1\
pRirJT

( STOP )

RINGS





0̂ l f M 6 ^ w ‘T,KT'ECUT
( 8 ? ° '  .FTOT.FTOTE.UFTOTE

J *  EfflfBBf:
3/l0X» V0=«E1Z.5/

w  H H M f e; FuRflflT (/7X»flNGQLSR FL
m :  m m ±
3/lOXu SEC0=»EI2.S)

ll_»

23 FLUX RROUNO J-flXIS*

« * ORDER OF REFLECT

C ENTRY

S=3.14159*B*B
FFO=FO/S

J  SUBROUTINE OUTPUT

r~( DO 5 N=1 .NMflX

©
FF(N)=F(N)/S

■o

UFT0T=FTOT/S 
UFTOTE=FTOTE/S

PRINT I

TIT

PRINT 21

ECUT.ECUTl. VO.FLUX
•FLUX1

PRINT 23

CONT. ON PfiGE 2



\ PRINT 2

1
N=0

PRINT 3

N.FO.FFO

PRINT 3
((N.FCN).FF
.Nnflx)

(NJ3.N=1 

PRINT 4

FTOT.UFTOT

PRINT 41

RETURN

C END

OUTPUT PROE 2 OF 2



H # ^ :̂ ML,flLrM‘ET,,,SPEC‘T,KT'£CUr

REFBfl PAGE 1 OF 2



©

, ____________ I_____________ .
( RETURN )

r - F

REFBA=QN2*QN2*BL*ES1 
(ELM.ECUP1)

( RETURN )

C M

REFBA PAGE 2 OF 2



•B.GflM.RflT .L.QCL.BLPH.ETfl.SPEC.T.KT.ECUT

C ENTRY ) FUNCTION REFNUMIR1.N.EB1.BTfll)

JN1=2*N-1QN=8*N

_5£L *0 m
$

EUP=ECUT1 
3N=1.0

_Z1_

EUP=P/(QNl*fl+2.0»B-*-R ] 
EUP=EUP»Z

< ! i u R T YES
NO

<0 20

=QN*BL*ESI(0.0

CONT. ON PAGE 2

REFNUtl PAGE 1 OF 2



------------1------------,
C RETURN )

__

REFNUM=QN*BL*ES1(0.0 
.ECUil)

( RETURN *)

Q
FC=3^1|159*(BTR-GflM-R 

REpNUn=^*Ekl(0.0.EB)

( ENO



N / f e « » u ? f ‘--nLfH'ETB-a,EC,T>KT-ECUT
r(/IoX»ERROR OF N IN REFBflN»)

REFBPN PAGE 1 OF 3





Q .

-f1

REFBRN=3.14159*ENSI 
(ELW.ECUtl.CGflM.nP) 
-QN«^N«6L»ESI (ELW

( RETURN )

( p -1

S )
\

REFB B N =0.0

( RETURN )

C m

REFBRN PAGE 3  OF 3



OR THE CONICAL F0

( ENTRY ) FUNCTION SCATT(W.K)

CQNS=1.0+3.0*C1+5.0 
*C2+7.0*C3+9.0*C4+11 
.0*C5+13.0*C6+15.0*C7 
+17.0*C8+19.0*C9+21.0 
*C10+23.0*C11+25.0 
*C12+27.0wCl3+29.0 
*C14+31.0«C15+33.0 
«C16+35.0«C17+37.0»C18 

FIRS=3.0*C1+15.0*C2 
+42.0*C3+90.0*C4+165 
•0*C5+273.0*C6+420.0 
•C7+612.0*C8+855.0*C9 
+1155.0*C10+1518.0 
*C11+1950.0*C12+2457 
.0»C13+3045.0*C14 
+3720.OwCl5+4488.0 
wC16+5355.0*C17+6327 
.0*C18 

SEC0=7.5*C2+52.5*C3 
+202.5*C4+577.5*C5 
+1365.0*C6+2835.0«C7 
+5355.0*C8+9405.0*C9 
+15592. 5*C10+24667.5 
■C11+37537.5*C12 
+55282.5«C13+79170.0 
*C14+110670.0«C15

a -
Y = 0 .0 7 9 5 7 7 5 4 * (CONS 

-FIRS*W+SECOwW»W J

CONT. ON PAGE 2
SCflTT PAGE I  OF 2

!



CmZZZD

SCflTT PAGE 2 OF 2



( END

ESI PfiGE 1 OF 1



( ENTRY J  FUNCTION ENSICXl.Yl.Cl.01)

m
c= ciA=R1

IS <0

Sfl=fl«2
SC=C»*2
flC=fl*C
P=1.772453851*RC 
Q=Sfl-2.*flC«RX+SC*(l +X)

CONT. ON PAGE 2

ENSI



R=Sfl-2.*flC*RY+SC«( 1.

ENs|=P*(ERROR(RX]
-ERRORt---- ----
-R*EXP(

0R(RYI)+Q«EXP(-X)

. ( RETURN )

©
ENS1=0.0

( RETURN )

C-ENO

ENS I PAGE 2 OF 2



DIMENSION X150U

( ENTRY ) FUNCTION GRflLCX.N.Dfl)

SUM=0.0

r-C DO 10 1=1 .N

sutirsuti+txm-i-xu+in
/2.0

---------<!
)

GRflL=SUf1*0fl

( END J

GRflL





C  END 1

TS085 PAGE 2 OF 2



1R>»)

{A0§ ?!^^T^Wc^e8?NC^f?P»?l^»WrTSuu?I-lTBGE,,̂ Ô flLî R

FOR TS085>J 
ti IN SPECTRUM INPUT FOR TS085C

( ENTRY ) SUBROUTINE INPUTS(IS.K.Y.KI)

JC1 j=6HB J(2)=r "!yB(2)=6HB 
SYBl3)=6NGf1 
SYB14)=6NK 
SYB(5)=6HL 
SYB(SJ=6HOEL 
SYB(7 )=6HBL 
SYBl8 1=6NET 
SYB(9J=6H 
SYB(10)=6HTYP 
SYB(11)=6HUT 
SYBlIZ)=6HEC 
SYBl13)=6HIH 
SYBl14)=6HEHX 
SYBt15I=6H

r~C 00 1 1=1.200

SPVEm=0.Q

Q .
sflVEstn=o.o

CONT. ON fflGE 2

INPUTS PAGE 1 OF 10





Wfll?os

Q
£=2- ) - H c o n tin u e

p% -

NO

0A1
OBI'f lU  h=D S

CQNT. ON PAGE 4

INPUTS PAGE 3 OF 10







CONT. ON PAGE 7





M -

Kl=l

( RETURN 1

CONT. ON PAGE 9



«P-

PRINT 81

©

C STOP

PRINT 9

Q

I  STOP

------  ̂E=2.

PRINT 91



C END )



XT
fl ,B .Gflft .R0T .1 .DEL.BLPH .FJfl ,x .TTP .UT .ECUT

( ENTRY ) SUBROUTINE RINGS1

KT=0.8616E-4»UT
ECUTlrECUT/KT
V0=1.38E+6«SQRT(KT)

V^=l11^8379E4»V0 
SS=ES1(0-0 .ECUTIJ 
FLUX=V2*SS 
FLUX1=V1»SS 
NP1flX=10 _ 
RQ=3.14lS9«R«fl 
BQ=3.14I59*B*B______

r~i oo 7 n=i.nhrx

0.
S(N 1=0.0

- o

00 100 N=1.NMRX

CN=2*N-1

CN*Bn
YES

CONT. ON PRGE 2

^l5flM.FQ\ . 10 \
\ Q . C YES

NO

£ )
G0=BQ»FLUX1
GT0T=G0
GT0TE=G0

D

D



I  RETURN J

c ~£nc j



( ENTRY

BHbif I iirx+i j

c RLL SPERfllEPERK.ERVG 
rLUX.FLUX1 .FRC)

Nf1RX=10
flQ=3.141S9«fl»fl«FRC 
BQ=3.14159*B*B»FRC

W. E Q
‘ .0 YES

.10-

EGn=(RLPH/GflH)«2

©

- j EGMrEGtlwl .0E3

CRLL LOCfl(ECUT.L.PT)

I GO=FN(L»n»OE(Lfl)«pf

r~C 00 15 1=1 .L J

© ...
G0=G0+FN( I)*DE(I)

(*>

G0=BQ*G0

CONT. ON PAGE 2

R1NGS2 PAGE I  OF 3



GT01
GTO

[=G0
E=GO

r~C DO 7 N=1 .NHAX )

G )
G(N)=0.0 2-----C DO 100 N=1 .NHAX ~)

CN=2*N-1

YES

NO

QrCN«*2
S=EGf1/Q

< ^ E C
k
U T ^  YES

NO

CALL LOCACS.L.PT)

<  RETURN )

20.- y

SUH=FNCL+1)«0EIU1)«PT

r-C  00 25 1=1.L

SUn=SUM+FN(I)«PE(I)

- 6

CONT. ON PAGE 3



( END



PH.ETn.X.TYP.UT.ECUT

( ENTRY

S = 3 .1 4 1 5 9 * B * B
DGO=GO/S

)  SUBROUTINE OUTPUTS

[—C DO 5 N=I.NHRX

Q
GG(N)=G(N)/S

■0

UGTOT=GTOT/S
UGT0TE=GTGTE/S

CONT. ON PAGE 2

OUTPUTS PAGE 1 OF 3



I PRINT 21

N=0

PRINT 3

N.GO.GGO

PRINT 3

((N.WN).GG(Nn.NsL
•NMRXJ

CONT. ON PAGE 3

OUTPUTS PAGE 2 OF 3



( END )

OUTPUTS PAGE 3 OF 3



TO ZERO OR SOME BRE NEGflT

SPERfl PAGE 1 OF 2







@
'E=l_

L=IN-1
T=(X-E(IN))/(E(IN+IJ 
-EC IN))

p -l \  ■
I

=0
=0.0

( RETURN )

C end



| 5 FORMAT(/IOX»TOO HRNY REPEATS FOR SPECTRUM CBL.»)

( ENTRY ) SUBROUTINE TS08P

(l.EQ
J  ^  YES

NO

CALL RINGS

CALL OUTPUT

K=K+1

CALL TRflN(K)

-GT
,80 YES

NO

K=0

©
CRLL INPUT(l.K.Kl)

- { RETURN )

2SL.



( END )



S FORMAT(/1OX»TOO MANY REPEATS FOR SPECTRUM CBL.»J

TS085A PAGE 1 OF 2



C end



(4 .8 0 ) .TC320)

100 ’ ' N C ^ 9 , ,EC( 10,79) ■NECX.ECXC71) .EM N

( ENTRY ) SUBROUTINE BUXtNS.ISP)

KS-NS-1

r—T O O  2 1 ~1.320

Q
T(11=0.0

- 6

—( 00 8 1=1.79

©
NC(11=0

- 6

;T=0.0•cxm=o.o

REWIND 1

/P-2

\

REPC 5

I.D.DS

I.D.DS

C0NT. ON PPGE 2



..E Q  ^ _____
J O  YES

NO
E T = D * 0 .8 6 l6 E -4

11 -^YES H  ET-0
NO

' l  .EQJ2 YES
NO

COLL MES

'IJ 7 7 ^Y E S
NO

.2CL

f«P-

KS1=KS-1

\P^“----C DO 50 K=1 .KSl

CONT. ON PAGE 3





CONT- ON PAGE 5

flUX PAGE 4 OF 8





flUX PAGE 6 OF 8



,-------------1—
r~C  DO 10 K=1.KjlflX

G=£C(1.K)-C£2.K))/C(3

_GM=Cl4.K1/0
EGM=EW1»2
J=0

J=J+1
P=2*J-1

P=P**2
ECl J.K)=EGt1/P 
NCtK)=J

1 Z .

CONTINUE

NECX=KJ-KS

Q -
Ytn=ECX(I)

res

CONT- ON PAGE 8

_UL

r~C 00 7 IrI.NECX ■ )

1 NYrNECX



C  e n o



Y( 100) .NCC79) .ECt 10.79).NECX.ECX171} .EMIN

•B.L

I Ê ĈEPT FOR THE LBST STEP

. . . .  w »SSINGb )
- SHOULD BE GIVEN EXPLICITLY FOR EVERY ST

341 IS SQUIRED FOR THE SUCCEEDING STEPS

“ I r o w i f e w p i f c  im m  M t ^ , step- set isp=i if th

( ENTRY ) SUBROUTINE flUXOUT

PRINT 9

NY.(NC(I).I=1.10)

PRINT 8

UECCI.JJ.I =1.10).J=l
.10)

C RETURN )

flUXOUT PAGE 1 OF 3



( STOP J



( STOP )

C M D

- Ill -



jlON

m
10(21 10) .XH20Q)

TO BE flOOEDa)

REVISE PAGE 1 OF 3







DIMENSION X(IOO).XIUOO).YCIOO)

ORDER PAGE 1 OF 2



C END



( ENTRY ) SUBROUTINE TRflNtK)

^fS)=ECUT 
F(Nj=UFTOTE

( RETURN )

C END J

TRflN PAGE 1 OF 1



y ? y S f {fe«T  *  c!v§n In'O^rei

____ 5)
FLUX*//t10X

BSING OROER WITHOUT ANY R

SPCflL



\ PRINT 2

TIT

PRINT 3

FT.EB.RV

PRINT 4

.DFCU 1.1=1
I + l ) . 0 E m
.NPJ

( RETURN )

_ J  p - i

3o) PRINT 9

SPCAL PAGE 2 OF 2





( RETURN )

C END D
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